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A method is proposed for determining the conjugate mechanical and electrical 
fields in a piezoelectric medium weakened by tunnel cuts which are, generally 
speaking, curvilinear. The boundary value problem is reduced to the systems 
of singular integral equations and linear algebraic relations, connecting the 

functions sought. The approach developed here is allied to that used in Cl]. 
Problems concerning the rectilinear tunnel cracks at the boundary with a cond- 
uctor were studied in [Z, 31. 

1. F o r m u 1 at i o n o f t h e p r o b:.l e m, We use the crystallorgraphic 
Xyz coordinate system to consider an unbounded piezoelectric medium (hexagonal 

6mm crystal [4], or polarised ceramics [5] ) weakened by tunnel cuts Lj (j = 1, 2, 
. - .,r) along the y -axis. 

For the case of plane deformation of such a medium in the xoz -plane, the system 
of solution equaiions in terms of the stress function Cpr and electric field potential 

(p2 has the form (below we assume that X = Xr and z = Xs) 

U#r + ~&pz = 0, h2% + l,,cp, = 0 
(l.1) 

b2 = a20hZ + a22d32r a,, = s33 - s&Q 

a12 = s44 -t- 2313 (1 - %2s,,-'), al4 = sIl - s122 sI1-l 

a21 = 313d13Sll-1 - d33 + dl3, a23 = G3 (312+-' - 1) 

a20 = 811, a2, = c3s - d132C 

Here sik = fiAEf dikt ej& = EihT are, respectively, the elastic compliance, 
piexoelectric moduli and the dielectric constants appearing in the equation of state of 
the medium [5]. The functions ‘pl and (p2 are related to the components of the 
mechanical stress tensor and electric field intensity E by the formulas 

Gr. = d3291, az = &20p1, %z = --%~3(Pl 
(1.2) 

E, = --Q-pa, E, = --asfP, 

Let the forces X$ and Z,* and the potential Cps’ = ‘p2- = ‘p, be given 
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I 4 

Fig. 1 

at the edges Lj , and let a homogeneous 
fkld of mechanical stresses ul, u3 and 
71s (see Fig. 1) exist at infinity. We shall 
assume that Lj are simple, smooth non- 
intersecting Liapxnov curvet [6J. 

Under throb conditions, conjugated sirr 
gular fields of mechanical stremes and of 
electric field intensity vector will appear in 
the medium. Our problek~ consist of d-rib- 
ing the4e fi* 

The general solution of the system(l.l) 
hasthetirm 

(1.3) 
91 - 2%3&‘~ S@&p)dZk, (p2 = - zRekil&k@k @k) 

yk = a20 + hhap hk = %pk+a28pk3 

=k =ZI+pk5? p3+k=Fk (li:=i,w 

((% + anpa +hIw2a + as2P) -p2@21+ auP = 0) 

Here @;o (zh) are analytic timctionr of their varirbla, and the characteristic value$ 
pk repn#nt the roots of the algebraic equation eonstained within the brackets. The 

condition of positive deffaitenas of the energy functional of the system implies, that 
Impk#O (k= 1, 2, 3). We assume in addition that all roots of the equation in 

qu&ion are simple. For uampie, for the cd& crystal and the ce~mic PZT-5 , 
for which the numerical valur!s of the Coattnnts S$k, dik and El k an giV= in C51, 

the computations yield, respectively. 

~1 = 0.567i, ps = 0.864i, p3 = 1.825i, p1 = 1.06i 

,k = -0.258 + 1.084i, p3 = 0.258 + 1.084i 

Using (1.2). the equations of state [5] and the representatiaat (1.31, we ffnd the 
fullowing expressions for the stresses, dispiacemcnts u and w , and tfie clsctdc field 
intensity in the medium 

(J, = 2RekiI yk~k2@k'(%), 0, = 2Rek@4'k'hc) 
(1.4) 

a xz = - 2RekiI vk~k@,'(zk)* 
I 

ZJ = 2R~k&~k‘W.,) 
* 

w = 2% ki qk@k (Zk), E, = 2Re ki, ak@k’ (zk) 
s 
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pk = a14Ykpk* $ ‘12 @I2 - sod) yk - a21 - hkpk 

qk = l/2 (al2 - h) Ykpk + UlO?k~i’ - (a21 - dl,) Al; 

Taking into account (1.41, we can write the boundary conditions at the contours 
Lj in the form 

2 Re {k~l%k@kr(fk)}* = w,* (f) 

( 1.5) 
(n = 1,293) 

t,=Ret+p,Imt, EL, L- ; Lj 
j=l 

alk = ?kpkUk ($>, a2k = YkUk ($), a3k = hk”k (9) 

WI* = qz x**, a2 w,* = F z,*, w,* = 7 

Uk (9) = pk cos $ - sin 9 

Here q is the angle between the normal to the left edge of Lj (when moving from 
the initial point Ui to the end bj) and the Ox, -axis. The first two equations of 
(1.5) correspond to the mechanical, and the third one (n = 3) to the electrical 
bcundary conditions at the edges of the cut. 

To close the system of equations, we must supplement (1.5) with the conditions 
of uniqueness of the displacements and the electric field potential 920 

In this manner we reduce the problem to that of determining the analytic functions 
&’ (zk) in accordance with the boundary conditions (1.5) and some additional cond- 

itions which shall be given below. 

2. Reduction of the boundary value problem (1.5) 
to a system of integral and algebraic equations, 
Let us write the functions cDk’ (zk) in the form 

I l 

@k’(Zk) = Ak + 2ni s Ok tt) 
dtk (k = 1,2,3) 

L 
tk - ‘k 

where the constants Ak satisfy the conditions at infinity 

2 Re kil YkPkAk = - %s7 Re i hkAk = 0 
a k=l 

Re i h&&,. = 0 
k=l 

(2.1) 

(2. 9 

Passing in(2.1) to the limit and substituting the limiting values into ( 1. 5) we arrive, 
after manipulations, at the relations 

2 Re i %k@k (t) = wnl (t), w,,l (t) = IV,,+ - VI’,,-, MEL (2.3) 
k-1 
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3 

2Re Ok (6 

‘k - %O 

dtk 1 = w,,e (to) (2*4’) 

The nlatia (2.41 represent a system of three real integral equations in three fun- 
ctions 6% (t) which are, in general, complex. The reiatidns (2.4) must be supple- 
mented by three linear algebraic coupling eq~tions (2.3). Taking (2.3) into account, 
we can write (2.4) in the form 

(2.5) 

I (n,k= 1,2,3) 

I 

M-1 = - 2 (~7~ cos $to -I- z13 sin \Po), MS = 0 

MS = 2 f713 cos 40 + Q3 sin *oh 90 = tp tu 

By virtue of the previous assumption aa are functim of clatsH,,on L [6], the 
keme& Gnr cannot have more than a weak siqpfarity, and the kern&s gd consist 
of a singular term (Cauchy kernel) and a term with not more than a weak singularity, 

The equations (2.3) and (2.5) must be supplemented by the con&tiona of %ero Rux 
of the tle&i~ induction w&x thr~gh my ck;ocd cQntour embracing Lj , and by 
the condition of uniqueness of the dispIacements u and we Taking into account the 
formulas (IL 3), (1.4) and (2. I), we can write these conditions in the form 

The equations (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6) determine uniquely the unknown funMom 
oy (t) (Fc = 1, 2, 3). 

3. Arymptotic formulas for the componcrntt of the 
electric and mechanical field+ Letus ~~~~ng 
parametrization of the contour Lj (below we shallomit the subscript i ) by mtans 

of the formulas 

t = t (p), tk = tk (@), a = t (- I), b = t (I), (- 1 < 8 < 1) (3.1) 

We put, in accordance with (3.1) (S&O (0) is a function of ClasS HO On L) 
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ago (t) 
“k(t)=I/(t_~)(f-b) = ;g (3. 2) 

Using (1.41, (3.2) and asymptotic formulas for thecauchy -type integral 

near the end of the line of integration [6j, we obtain the following asymptotic formul- 

as for the components of the mechanical stress tensor and electric field intensity vect- 
Or: 

or = s (y, O), 0% = 8 (y, q, z,, = - s (y, 1) 
E, = S (A, O), E, = S (A, 1) 

S (a, /3) = Re 

where the upper sign refers to the end of the crack c = b, and the lower sign to 

its beginning c = a. 

4. Rectilinear crack in a piezoelastic material, 

Let thematerial have a single crack occupying the segment 1 --I; I] of the Ox -axis. 

In this case the system (2.5) together with the system (2.3), has the form 

nk g2= s ni ~&=A’&,) (n= 1,2,3) 
L 

(4. 1) 

Introducing the parametrization t = /3Z, to = PO2 and taking into account(3.2), 
we arrive at three independent equations 

(4.2) 

ho (p) = kjl 2%k~r" (B), Nn* (b) = NTI (t) 

Solving the equations (4.2) we obtain, in the class ho [6] 

l Nn*(B)V/l- 
alvo) =f 1 fJ_f& dfJ+i6, (n= 1,2,3) 

(4.3) 

-1 

Separating in (4.3) the real and imaginary parts and using the formulas (2.3). (3.2) and 

(4.2), we arrive at the conclusion that 6, are real constants. To compute their 

values, we must bring in the conditions (2.6). Having found On0 (/3) from (4.31, 

we obtain the functions Qk” (p) from the system of three algebraic eqUatiOnS (4. 21, 

and then, taking into account (3.21, we find the functions (2.1). 
E x a m p 1 e s. 1’. Let X,” = 2,’ = ‘pa* = 0 at the crackedges, and let a 

homogeneous stress field us, zls exist at infinity. In this case the functions (2. 1) 
have the form ( u denotes the chracteristic stress) 
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@,f (Zk) == A& - c&a (k = 1, 2, 3) 

The value of Q,> = fQ* ekt <fTr> = ao, <u,> = cxo(p srf)> = ocl,@* (E,> = 
aiq, oq = aE, (a = r/Z;: 1 (U VTt), 6 m Q, 1/2F/ 03dsa t/ij urr v,, TV@, E,, 
E, repmenting, res~tlvely, the components of the mechanical strcg t&!&or and 

the elect& field intensity vector, in polar coordinates with the center c situated at 
the tip of the crack and f = 12 - c 1) are given for the cdse cxystii ill the takk 

The vaiws in the first Erie of each block of the t;ibfe cormpa& to the case u = 0, 

#% %, = 0 (and we have CC,) =I --155,38i, <Cz) = 119.533, <q> = -7.793). The 
valuea in the second line correspond to the case o = ~18 #= 0, us = 0 (and we have 
<c,> = -95.45, ($1 = iii.45, <es> 5 - 45.31). 

The above data 3h5w that a plesoel~tic material with a crack acted upon by pure 
mechanical external forces, develops a strong electric field which leads* in some cas- 
es, to a loss of the “electric strength” , 1. e . I to a breakdown of the dielectric . 

The wmditions for a breakdown areobtiined for the casll a8 # 0, %13 = Q using 
[2] and ti formulas (4.4) and (I.. 4). Performing the appmpdate computp-ticm we 

9 obtain 

OQ 30” 60’ 120* 

0.93 0.92 1.12 1.14 0.75 
0 0.01 0.03 --0.35 --1.04 
0 -0.74 --OS42 0.2 -a.09 

0.98 0.88 0.62 0.32 0.12 
0 -0.84 --i.lS -1.11 -0.69 
0 -0.14 -0.25 -0.25 -0.003 
0 0.26 0.39 a.33 0.19 
0.98 0.66 0.25 -0.34 -0.64 
0 O.f2 0.26 0.11 --0,186 
0 -2.46 --0.41 -0.41 0 
a -0.41 -1.23 -1.64 --1.64 

-1 -0.07 -0.83 -0.74 -0.53 

0 -6.54 -1.23 -0.U -1.23 
0 -2.46 --2*&G -1.64 -0.82 
U 0.22 0.45 u-68 0,883 

k=l Table 1 

0.45 
-5.77 
-0.47 

0.01 
-0.37 
-0.34 

0.06 
--a.47 
-0.17 

-0.41 
-1.23 
-0.29 

0 
-2.05 
0.77 

20 L&, now (T1 = ZlS = VQ = 0. X,&k = z,* = 0, (pp== r&)x! 1. 

the functf0m (2.1) have tb form 

‘pl! Q* QTs&p=Ay--y-- i-i- 
( 

z!c 
VrB, > 

(Ic = 1,2,3) 

f8tr 

0 
-1.82 
-1.43 

0 
-0.25 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
1.1 

In this case 

The vapzea of the quantities CC&*?= I~-*%, (Ur>=W% <V$=u&p tQ$ =dU11Z6+ <E,> 

=-6aEr, <E,> = ad, 0% = 4idss p%t(go,e,, V2x 6,= ?+T? I frpo JQji, are given 
for the aramlc pm _ fj in the third line of each block of the Table 1, arxd we have 

<cl+> = 52.95, <c**> = 0,01--1.46i, (q*> = 0.01 + 1.4&), 

The quantiaa (Or>, . . ., <E,) awring in the Tableare, respectively, of 
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dimension zero, dimension of the stresses Nfmg, dimension of the stress vector N/k, 
dimension Of <Ch_) Nm2/k2 and dimension of C cJt* > N/k. 
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